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Sanyong, Lin Mengxi and others were even more shocked after hearing these words.

The incident between George Han and Xiao Tao turned out to be nothing but
nothingness. From beginning to end, it was just a framed scene by director Ye Gucheng!

This means that everything is a ghost of Ye Gucheng!

Sanyong felt dizzy for a while, and the elders of Ersanfeng and Lin Mengxi couldn’t help
but frown. From beginning to end, they were all tricked by Ye Gucheng. Moreover, he
believed in this scum, and personally destroyed the true light of Nothingness Sect.

Even at the juncture of the life and death of Wuzong, they still believed in Ye Gucheng
and rejected George Han!

What kind of irony is this? !

Ironically how stupid they are. Now when I think back to Qin Shuang’s prevention, they
said she was ignorant. Thinking about it carefully, it was just a fool mocking smart
people.

George Han’s eyes looked at Ye Gucheng slightly at this time.

Ye Gucheng’s face suddenly became pale, and he couldn’t help taking a step back. He
shook his head: “No, it’s none of my business, they, they are

talking nonsense.” “How can it be none of your business?” Xiao Heizi said as he spoke.
He took out a packet of powder in his arms: “You made me use this powder to stun
Xiaotao. You can’t help but admit it.”

Xiaoheizi is not stupid. He was the one who secretly thought in case something was
revealed. At the same time, he also kept the medicine given by Ye Gucheng at the time,
lest Ye Gucheng would deny it.

Now think about it, Xiao Heizi secretly glad that he did the right thing.

Ye Gucheng’s eyes were almost turned to the sky. It’s not impossible to spare the lives
of the two dogs. The problem is that these two dogs are completely unconscious of what
they mean. Not only do they not know how to converge, but they add fuel to the fire.

Now it is even more direct to take the real hammer!

“Grandpa Ye, you…look, you just forgive us, okay?” Zhe Xuzi begged.



Ye Gucheng’s face was as gray as death, especially when he felt George Han’s smiling
eyes, he only felt his back keep getting cold: “I…I am really angry with you two idiots,
don’t…don’t him Damn asked me, I have no right to judge your life and death. If you
want to forgive, you can ask him.”

Heizi and Zhexuzi were taken aback for a moment, and sure enough, they guessed right.
That one is the boss.

“Grandpa among grandpas, please let us go, hehe.”

“Yeah, yeah, you can save our dog’s life, just because we are loyal to do things for you.”
The two men immediately begged with joy. Tao.

“For the sake of being loyal?” George Han couldn’t help but said amused.

Ye Gucheng, Wu Yan and others were speechless, turning their heads to one side. Lin
Mengxi and the others couldn’t help feeling sad when they saw these two goods being
like this.

“Do you know who I am?” George Han finished asking, then gently took off his mask.

“Of course you are the grandfather of the grandfathers.” Zhe Xuzi said with a smile and
complimented him, but when he saw George Han take off the mask, he suddenly knelt
down and sat on the ground. Like hell, panicked, “Han…George Han?”

The little sunspot’s smile on the side also completely solidified on his face, completely
stupid.

Isn’t this Ye Gucheng’s boss? What, how could it be George Han!

George Han is a slave that they all look down on, and even bullied at will, how
could…how could he suddenly become the grandfather of his grandfather? !

Ruo Yu was also stunned!

When Ye Gucheng and Wu Yan saw George Han’s face, they couldn’t help but startled
at this moment.

Although they basically believed Qin Shuang’s words, when they really saw George
Han’s face, they couldn’t help but get even more shocked.

This is the slave and the trash that none of them looked down upon at the beginning.

However, now they are standing in front of them, just with a smile, they can completely
control their inner fear, life and death, like gods.

Xiao Heizi shook his head in horror, and backed away: “No…impossible, this is
not…impossible, you… aren’t you already dead?”



Then, he looked at Ye Gucheng: “Senior Brother Ye , He… he is George Han, we… we
don’t need to be afraid of him, the Void Sect is all yours

, right ?” “Yes, yes, yes, Brother Ye, kill him, kill him “Zhe Xuzi also looked at Ye
Gucheng at this time, this was their only hope.

Ye Gucheng didn’t get angry. Originally, George Han was already about to leave, but
these two wastes were stuck sideways, and he was fine.

Kill him? I only beg him not to kill myself!

Xiao Heizi saw that everyone turned their heads to one side and ignored them. He
became even more panicked and scared: “You…what happened to you?”

“He is just a waste slave.”

Because everyone seems I was very afraid of George Han, and even let the two of them,
now like two clowns, both grandpa and waste slave, experiencing the bliss and extreme
sadness of life.

Zhe Xuzi cried, and also cried in the crotch, his clothes were all wet.

He is not stupid, can he not understand what this means?

Xiao Heizi was also completely stunned, but after a while, he suddenly knelt in front of
George Han, banging loudly, and the whole hall could only hear the huge crash of his
head on the ground.
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obvious that he is their downstream, but now, he is far above their height.

“I’m sorry, I’m sorry, three thousand, you… please spare us.” Xiao Heizi kowtowed his
head vigorously while begging for mercy, his forehead was already red at this time
because of the continuous impact.

Wu Yan glanced at Ye Gucheng. At this moment, his body moved and he flew over, with
two hands stuck in Zhe Xuzi’s throat, and the other hand stuck in Xiao Heizi’s throat:
“You two, it’s damned, he is also you. Can it be insulted?”

As soon as the voice fell, his hands were violently hardened, and Xiao Heizi and Zhe
Xuzi were directly stuck in their throats with only a sound of card rubbing. With their eyes
open, they fell into Wu Yan’s hands unwillingly and fearfully.

Then, Wu Yanmeng turned his head, looked at George Han, lowered his head and said,
“I have killed the two people who framed you in the first place. This matter has nothing to
do with Gucheng, he…”



“I did. Kill them?” George Han interrupted dissatisfied.

Although Zhexuzi and Xiaoheizi are villains, George Han did not have the idea of
  killing them. After all, in George Han’s eyes, these are just two ants. He is really not
interested in killing two weak ones. , Even if they have framed themselves.

Why do towering trees care about withered grass? !

They only need to tell the truth and that is enough.

Wu Yan was taken aback for a moment, and was shocked in his heart. Killing the two of
them was also to prevent them from delaying damage to himself and others.

“Fuck.” Ye Gucheng walked over a few steps.

“Slap!” He

slapped Wu Yan’s face heavily, and shouted angrily: “When is it your turn to be the
master here?” When

Ye Gucheng slapped the face, Wu Yan flashed an uncomfortable face. After all, Ye
Gucheng is his junior, so in front of everyone, how is his face?

However, he didn’t dare to make trouble, lowered his head and looked at George Han:
“I’m sorry!”

Ye Gucheng also looked at George Han. Although he was very upset with the original
waste, he now stands high in front of him, but he has to bow his head to reality: “George
Han, Wu Yan is indeed abrupt, but he can’t stand these two. The villain slandered me,
so on the impulse, I apologized to you for him, I’m sorry.”

“Do you want to apologize for this matter?” George Han smiled.

Ye Gucheng’s expression was immediately embarrassed: “The matter of

Zhexuzi and Xiaoheizi has nothing to do with me.” “If it is off, you know best in your heart.
Sooner or later, the account between me and you will be clear. However, I am not
interested today. “After speaking, George Han turned around and left.

Ye Gucheng let out a sigh of relief. Now that the army of the Medicine God Pavilion is
fighting with Fu Ye and the two families, if George Han asks him to settle the account,
he can’t fight it.

If it is later, then he doesn’t need to be so afraid.

At this moment, Qin Shuang ran to George Han in a few steps, with tears in his eyes,
muttering at George Han, and then, bending his knees, he knelt down.



George Han has quick eyes and quick hands, and hurriedly supported Qin Shuang,
frowning: “What are you doing?”

“Three thousand, I know that Wuzong is sorry for you, and they are not qualified to ask
you for help. Then let me beg you, okay Is it?” Qin Shuang’s crying pear flower brought
the rain, and looked at George Han sadly. Although George Han held his body, he still
tried hard to kneel on the ground.

In George Han’s heart, Qin Shuang has always taken care of him and trusted him. Even
when the All-Nothing Sect dealt with him, she still stood firmly in front of her and
protected herself.

She is the eternal elder sister in her heart, how can the younger brother bear her
kneeling? !

“Senior Sister, why are you doing this? Are they worthy of your pity?” George Han
couldn’t help feeling sad when he saw Qin Shuang like this. He looked back and pointed
at Sanyong and others: “Just because you believed in me at the beginning. You are
innocent. How did this group of people treat you in the first place?”

“They see you as a lunatic who is trapped by love, close to dementia, erases your status,
ignores your efforts, are people like them worthy of your help? “

“Even your mother who keeps saying that I love you, has never stood in your position,
understood you, and believed you?”

“Of course I will take care of you if you plead. But…” George Han suddenly stared at
each other and shouted angrily. “This A group of people, are they worthy?” In a

word, Thunder drank violently, and the whole house was shocked, but the elders of
Ersanfeng, Lin Mengxi and Sanyong were shocked!

Yes, are they worthy?

They are not worthy! ! !

Even if Qin Shuang explained to George Han time and time again, when did they hear it?
Not only did they not, but they also regarded Qin Shuang as a lunatic who didn’t know
his love!

Even in the second when George Han appeared!

They are still blaming Qin Shuang for this!

Where are they?

Hearing George Han’s anger, Qin Shuang burst into tears, and with George Han’s arm,
he almost collapsed in tears.



Years of grievances and trust in George Han, and now George Han’s return to her now,
and the angry scolding for her, made it difficult for her to conceal the backlog in her heart
for many years, and it all broke out at this time.

George Han’s angry eyes couldn’t help but tears.
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He was dissatisfied for Qin Shuang, and at the same time, he felt sad for himself. All the
injustices Qin Shuang suffered, are they not what George Han suffered?

This group of self-proclaimed people will always look high, with arrogance and prejudice,
contemptuously and subjectively looking at anyone and everything.

In their eyes, the right and wrong in the world are actually nothing more than
consideration.

“Yes, we are indeed unworthy.” Sanyong nodded heavily: “As the head, I don’t know
right from wrong. As an elder, I am stubborn. I am not worthy of virtue in public and
private. , I only have one request.”

“Please take good care of Qin Shuang, no matter when, she always believes in you and
supports you, she is not wrong. As for us, as you said, we should be responsible for our
actions.”

Lin Meng Xi Ye nodded heavily: “Qin Shuang is innocent by nature, she only believes in
you in her eyes, and hopes you can take care of her.”

After saying that, Lin Mengxi and Sanyong looked at each other and made up their
minds.

“No.” Qin Shuang suddenly raised his head and looked at George Han with tears in his
eyes: “George Han, may I beg you? Really, I beg you, as long as I can, you can let me
be a cow. Horses are

okay .” “You…” Seeing Qin Shuang like this, George Han felt very uncomfortable.

“Three thousand…” Qin Shuang shouted again sadly.

George Han really felt that his scalp was numb, and the group of Xuwuzong was not
worth his pity at all. He had given too many opportunities, but not only did this group of
people not cherish it, but instead they became more and more aggressive.

Therefore, according to George Han’s character, this group of people is not qualified to
have new opportunities.



But the problem is that he really didn’t want to see Qin Shuang cry so badly. Sometimes,
George Han is a short-term person, let alone Amelia Su and Han Nian, even those
whom he regards as relatives and friends.

“Okay, but I still have that request. It is okay for me to intervene in the matter of
Nothingness, but Lin Mengxi must give it to me.” George Han said coldly.

This is his only bottom line.

“I can ask you, why do you have to hand over… my mother?” Qin Shuang nodded and
asked tentatively.

“Because Zhu Ying.” George Han said coldly.

That was the master’s last wish. Since she sacrificed her life to save herself, as an
apprentice, she naturally wanted to help her accomplish what she originally wanted to
accomplish.

“I think you shouldn’t forget Ciyun Cave.” George Han turned around and looked at him,
extremely cold.

When Lin Mengxi heard Zhu Ying and then Ciyundong, Lin Mengxi was taken aback for
a moment, and then smiled bitterly.

How could she forget it? !

“It turns out that you are for Zhu Ying, that’s why you let the Void Sect hand over me.”
Lin Mengxi smiled bitterly.

“When I was besieged by your Void Sect and my life was hanging by a thread, she used
her life to save me. She also passed on my kung fu, in public and private, and I was the
one who was my teacher for a day and my father for life. Master, so I want to fulfill her
last wish.” George Han said coldly.

Lin Mengxi nodded: “No wonder you can come out safely in Ciyun Cave, not to mention
that she would use her life to save your life. You are right, since she gave you all the life
It’s only right for you to avenge her.”

Lin Mengxi finished speaking, no longer argued, walked gently in front of George Han,
and then handed her saber to George Han’s hand and closed it slightly.

Closed eyes: “Come on.” Qin Shuang looked at George Han pitifully. Although she knew
that she asked George Han again, it was obviously too much, but she couldn’t help but
watch her mother die in her own eyes. In front of.

“Since Zhu Ying can use her life for yours, can I use my life for hers?” Qin Shuang asked
softly.



“No.” George Han was determined.

“Shuang’er, don’t be fooling around.” Lin Mengxi glanced at Qin Shuang coldly: “This is
a matter of our previous generation and has nothing to do with you.”

After finishing speaking, Lin Mengxi closed her eyes and raised her neck.

“Okay!” George Han grabbed the sword in his hand: “Then use your blood to pay
homage to my master’s spirit in the sky.” As

soon as the voice fell, George Han’s long sword pierced Lin Mengxi directly. Throat.

“Stop it!”

Puff! ! !

Sword up and seal the throat, four streams of blood!

However, when George Han looked back, he couldn’t help being surprised.

Blood on the long sword!

The blood on the ground was sprayed.

However, it was not Lin Mengxi who was covering her neck, but…

Qin Qingfeng.

When he called out that stop, George Han turned his head subconsciously, but the
sword did not retract. He only felt a dark shadow pass by, but the sword in his hand was
almost simultaneously cut!

“Master?” George Han was stunned.

What he never expected was that this dark shadow turned out to be Qin Qingfeng.

What was more unexpected was that he would actually stand in front of Lin Mengxi.

The speed was too fast, almost a flash of lightning, even for George Han, Qin
Qingfeng’s speed was unexpectedly fast, so that George Han did not reflect it at all.

But this guy, isn’t he already close to a useless person? !

Qin breeze hand over his throat wound, but the blood through his fingers continue to
flow out, his hands bloody quickly, he hurried out of a smile, South Korea three
thousand: “three thousand.”



Han Three thousand looked at him incredible, he…he just wanted to avenge Zhu Ying,
he hadn’t thought of hurting anyone, let alone Qin Qingfeng would suddenly appear.

“Hey, is my speed quite fast? Old Lian Po can still eat!” Qin Qingfeng also seemed to
feel the shock and annoyance of George Han, and smiled at George Han at this time.

Seeing Qin Qingfeng’s situation, Qin Shuang panicked, and Lin Mengxi was also
stunned.

“Why are you… why are you here?” George Han asked with a frown.

“Hear… I heard something happened to the Void Sect, I… I rushed back non-stop, but
when the man was old, it was useless, and almost couldn’t keep up.” Qin Qingfeng
smiled miserably.

“But you…but why did you stand in front of her!” George Han shouted in confusion and
angrily. He was angry with himself.

boom!

The sword was thrown to the ground by George Han. George Han shook his head
desperately, his eyes full of regret and self-blame.

It shouldn’t be so! Even if he didn’t intend it, Qin Qingfeng was always his master. What
was the difference between him and the killing of a master?

“Three thousand, pick up the sword.” Qin Qingfeng smiled bitterly, but because his body
couldn’t support it, he was about to fall down. Fortunately, Lin Mengxi hurriedly
supported her, half-kneeling her body slightly, holding Qin Qingfeng down. His head
rested on his lap.

“Qin breeze at this time almost only outlet, no air intake, lips become pale, Limbang
evening rush with a scarf wrapped trying to wound, but just put on the scarf, but it has
been completely soaked with blood.

” Three thousand , Come here, I have something to tell you! “
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George Han shook his head, but still respected him, picked up the sword and slowly
came to him.

“Child, don’t be sad.” Touching George Han’s head lightly, Qin Qingfeng squeezed out a
smile with all his strength: “She is my wife, so why would I just look at you and kill her?
Although I am a trash, but I am, like you, a man, a man who loves his wife like his life.”



“I should have died, and I will have to pay the sins of Wuyou Village sooner or later.
Simply, you let me. Death has become more valuable.”

“Zhu Ying’s revenge, in fact, you kill me is the real revenge, understand?”

“Why?” George Han frowned.

“Zhu Ying was originally my younger sister, and I was also an apprentice taught by the
same master. She was a childhood sweetheart, no guessing. She had a secret love for
me, but I just regarded her as my own sister. Later I met Mengxi. After speaking, Qin
Qingfeng glanced at Lin Mengxi.

Lin Mengxi nodded fiercely with tears in her eyes.

“I fell in love with Meng Xi at first sight and soon fell in love, but in Zhu Ying’s eyes, Meng
Xi was the one who robbed her of love, so she made things difficult for Meng Xi. At that
time, I wanted to explain everything to Zhu Ying. , But she couldn’t listen, she just
thought I was confused by Mengxi.”

“In order for the two of them to get along in peace, I made a special trip to Sifeng to find
Mengxi most of the time. Later, we gave birth to Shuang’er.

” But when I was young, I was really obsessed with career and cultivation and neglected
some life and emotional handling. Not only did Meng Xi take Shuang’er and often
orphans and widows, but also because she was not in Qifeng, Zhu Ying hated dreams
even more. Xi, even indiscriminately, came to Sifeng and clashed with Mengxi’s mother
and son.”

“In my anger, I slapped Zhu Ying and never saw her again, but I didn’t expect it to make
her feel bad. She was insane. Many of Sifeng’s disciples were brutally killed by her. The
master at the time decided to punish her. It was Mengxi who sympathized with her, so
she begged the master to lock her in the Tzuyun Cave and save her life.”

“What did you mention about the past?” Lin Mengxi shook her head and sighed.

“At the beginning, I was always too lingering about the outside world, and ignored some
of Zhu Ying’s treatment methods, and also ignored your mother and daughter, so that
Zhu Ying went to extremes, and you mother and daughter most of the time Depend on
each other

for fate , but still have to deal with the trouble I caused for me .” “So, George Han,
everything is because of me, you don’t have to feel guilty.” Qin Qingfeng smiled and said
to George Han.

“But…” After hearing these stories, George Han felt even more uncomfortable, and
looked at Lin Mengxi: “Why didn’t you make it clear just now?”



“You said, your life is Zhu Ying’s life, you will do for her. It should be revenge. As for
what it is, it doesn’t matter.” Lin Mengxi shook her head.

“You, your mouth is hard and your heart is soft, even if you buy George Han, do you
think I don’t know you are good for me? When you are dying, you still have to protect me
now and don’t want to explain! You want me for a lifetime Are you all sorry?” Qin
Qingfeng looked at Lin Mengxi with a bitter smile: “Fortunately, I was in time.”

“It’s time for me to give back your mother and son.” Qin Qingfeng smiled.

Lin Mengxi’s tears glided across her face, crying and laughing, laughing and crying.

She hates Qin Qingfeng, but why not love him? !

Hate a person as deeply, and often love someone as deeply.

“I still have a wish.” Qin Qingfeng smiled, and then looked at Qin Shuang: “Since I was
young, you have never called me daddy. Can you call me daddy?”

Qin Shuang has already cried into tears. After hearing Qin Qingfeng’s words, he cried
even more for a while, but at the same time, his heart was also confused.

Since childhood, she has hardly seen Qin Qingfeng’s father, although she knows that he
is her father.

Now that she wants her to speak daddy, how can she speak? !

Qin Qingfeng shook his head disappointedly, and put his hand on George Han’s hand:
“Master can die in your hands, three lives is fortunate, a dog’s life, not only repays the
sins of Wuyou Village, but also pays them back. Mother and son’s love, I really
appreciate you from the bottom of my heart.”

“Don’t blame yourself, you know? God is really kind to me. I have wanted to accept a
good apprentice all my life. I thought it would be impossible in this life. I would like, one
of these disciples eat the expense, I am not bitter survey words, but now think about all
of this because you are in fact evil Fu, Zhu Ying some very radical idea, but one thing,
she was right. “

Having , He smiled and looked at Sanyong, Wu Yan and the others, with sullen eyes,
and coldly shouted: “See you, my apprentice of Qin Qingfeng, George Han!” When

George Han’s name was called out, he was almost Roaring, declaring to everyone that
he has been unwilling and suffocated for so many years, and now, he has finally
reached the time to exhale!

Over the years, how many people laughed at him, ridiculed him, and even his apprentice
betrayed him, making him unable to look up, but now, he finally let out a vicious sigh!



“Yours is rubbish!”

Suddenly, at this moment…
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